oikos-PRME Research Hub
Call for Contributions
Choosing a topic and writing a thesis is a very important moment in a student life. It is
also a unique opportunity to take the driving seat in defining our own curricula and
influence the research agenda of university institutions. With the common objective to
integrate sustainability into education by leveraging on the enthusiasm, critical thinking and
innovation of students when writing a thesis, oikos and PRME have recently teamed up to
jointly promote the oikos-PRME Research Hub.
The oikos-PRME Research Hub is a unique platform for students in economics and
management at all levels (Bachelor, Master and PhD) to share research on sustainabilityrelated topics within and beyond the oikos and PRME’s communities. The goal is clear: to
encourage more and more students worldwide to write theses that address the
sustainability challenges of our time.
How to participate
You can share your own research by visiting the Research Hub platform (https://oikosinternational.org/programmes/oikos-prme-research-hub/) and submitting the abstract an a
description of your work, as well as your short biography and picture. You will then be
contacted by the oikos team with a preview of your Research Hub profile and page. You can
decide to share your full thesis or make it available upon request. In any case, you will retain
the full ownership of your work and be able to modify your page whenever you like. For
more information, please contact us at researchhub@oikos-international.org.
Are you a professor in economics or management? You can contribute to the project by
inviting your students to undertake sustainability-related research and share their theses
and experience through the Research Hub!
About oikos
oikos is an international student-driven organisation for sustainability in economics and
management. Founded in 1987 at the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, oikos comprises
today more than 45 chapters at universities worldwide with one joint mission: to integrate
sustainability into education and research.
About PRME
The Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) is the UN Global Compact’s
initiative to transform management education, research and thought leadership globally by
providing the Principles for Responsible Management Education framework, developing
learning communities and promoting awareness about the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. Since its official launch in 2007 by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon,
the PRME initiative has grown to more than 650 leading business schools and managementrelated academic institutions from over 85 countries across the world.

